Yardage

Parisian Raised Swag

9279

18” Depth
This French design has delicate scallop edges. For easy
installation, all pieces attach to decorative holdbacks. The
swag width measurement should be taken as shown. Then
divide by 2 (It takes a pair of swags to complete the design).
That is the swag measurement to use on the pattern. Swag
width sizes are 18” to 30”. Which means you can fit
windows 36” to 60”. Alterations are not recommended.
Install the outside holdbacks at least 3” above the window
to eliminate the window frame from showing at the lowest
droop area. The middle holdback installs 8” higher than
the outside holdbacks. The center tail hangs 24” deep.
The jabot hangs 38 1/2” deep and offers a return.
Alteration instructions are not included.

18"

Fabric Suggestions: Fabric should be at least moderately soft. Reasonable bulk is not a major problem. Stripes
can work for the swag but is not a good choice for the jabots and tail. The swag can be cut upright or lengthwise.
The jabots and tail will need to have a self or contrast lining. The swags can have a regular drapery lining. Optional
cord instructions are included. Do not use stiff or large cord. They will destroy the small delicate scallops. A good
choice for cord is Conso® 60008 4/32”. Very short fringe is also a good choice for trim. Any trims would need to
be able to curve. Four 16” lengths of 1/4” ribbon will be needed to tie some areas to the holdbacks. The ends of the
swags will attach with tabs, or you can use two 8” lengths of 1 1/2” wide ribbon (instead of the tabs). The ribbon
color should match the fabric or the holdback post.
Photo Cover:
Fabrics by Carole Fabrics® (www.carolefabrics.com)
Swag: Cameo Rose 0872101010 color Sage
Hardware by Sarkis Studio (www.sarkisstudio.com)
Holdbacks: #TB9 - 4 1/4”
YARDAGE
With so many different fabric widths and repeats available today, we find it works best if we give you the actual
pattern sizes so you can determine how they will fit on your fabric.
30” wide swag ....................................................................................... 38 1/2” wide x 29” deep
24” wide swag ....................................................................................... 32” wide x 28 1/2” deep
18” wide swag ....................................................................................... 28” wide x 28 1/2” deep
Jabot ........................................................................................................ 29” wide x 44 1/2” deep
Tail .......................................................................................................... 17” wide x 29 1/2” deep
Same amount of lining will be needed.
Yardage for Trims
Trims must be
able to curve.

Each 30” swag ...........................................................63”
Each 24” swag ...........................................................57”
Each 18” swag ...........................................................53”
Each Jabot (bottom only) ..........................................61”
Each Tail (bottom only) ............................................35”

More detail information about yardage and alterations is given inside packet.

